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Smokov proves his arguments, except for his assertion that "Kid Curry's reputation as a bloodthirsty killer . . . is mainly unwarranted." Smokov explains that no doubt exists about only one of the killings attributed to Logan, and even that incident might be considered self-defense. Jeffrey Burton's assessment, quoted by Smokov, that Kid Curry was "one of the most ferocious and violent criminals of his day, and one of the cleverest" seems more appropriate.

Smokov's extensive travel in the region shows in his vividly detailed descriptions of the geography and landscapes that the outlaws inhabited. Western outlaw enthusiasts will enjoy He Rode with Butch and Sundance.
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Studies of Japanese immigration into North America generally focus on the larger Hawaiian and West Coast populations, but there is a small body of work on other areas, including New York, Texas, and the Canadian heartland. The core of Eric Walz's book is a pioneering source-rich examination of Japanese immigration and settlement experiences in the American West, including Nebraska, but excluding the coastal states and Midwest. As long as its focus stays on these sparsely distributed migrants, the book is an interesting addition to the literature, though not a final word. The decision to include Japanese historical and cultural context is admirable, though executed poorly, and the decision to close the narrative at the end of World War II leaves later developments unresolved.

Walz introduces and demonstrates stages of immigrant ethnic formation, from initial forays into a new frontier, individual settlement and family stages, and finally construction of ethnic
communities with local, regional, national, and sometimes international connections. These central chapters feature vivid details drawn from oral histories, memoirs, diaries, newspapers, and government records. The presentation is roughly chronological, guided by concepts of diasporic ethnic formation found in recent scholarship on Japanese and other migrations. While this is not a comparative study, discussion of Latter-day Saint communities as another ethnic tradition occupying much of the same geography is fascinating and productive.

Early chapters (and later sections, such as chapter 7’s discussion of Japanese religion) are supposed to provide context for the origins of Japanese migration and the culture that immigrants brought with them to add a transnational component to our understanding of the American interior. Unfortunately, most of the secondary sources cited are outdated and nearly useless, at least for understanding Japanese social history and labor migrations, and some errors are egregious. The conclusion also disappoints: a great deal of energy is put into describing the state of Japanese American community formations and the effects of World War II surveillance, arrests, relocations, and conscription. Aside from some discussion of postwar “model minority” discourses, however, the question “Can Community Survive?,” which headlines chapter 8, goes unanswered.

The energy and ambitions of Japanese immigrants helped shape the agriculture, economy, and communities of the American West, and Walz has done a service to the history of the Great Plains by drawing these stories together. But the origins of that energy, and the end of the story, remain unexplained and deserve further attention.
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